Numerical Investigation of Hydraulic Fracture Propagation Based on Cohesive Zone Model in Naturally Fractured Formations
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Abstract: Complex propagation patterns of hydraulic fractures often play important roles in naturally fractured formations due to complex mechanisms. Therefore, understanding propagation patterns and the geometry of fractures is essential for hydraulic fracturing design. In this work, a seepage-stress-damage coupled model based on the finite pore pressure cohesive zone (PPCZ) method was developed to investigate hydraulic fracture propagation behavior in a naturally fractured reservoir. Compared with the traditional finite element method, the coupled model with global insertion cohesive elements realizes arbitrary propagation of fluid-driven fractures. Numerical simulations of multiple-cluster hydraulic fracturing were carried out to investigate the sensitivities of a multitude of parameters. The results reveal that stress interference from multiple-clusters is responsible for serious suppression and diversion of the fracture network. A lower stress difference benefits the fracture network and helps open natural fractures. By comparing the mechanism of fluid injection, the maximal fracture network can be achieved with various injection rates and viscosities at different fracturing stages. Cluster parameters, including the number of clusters and their spacing, were optimal, satisfying the requirement of creating a large fracture network. These results offer new insights into the propagation pattern of fluid driven fractures and should act as a guide for multiple-cluster hydraulic fracturing, which can help increase the hydraulic fracture volume in naturally fractured reservoirs.
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1. Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing is an evolving technology that has been used to increase oil recovery in naturally fractured reservoirs [1]. The widely held assumption that hydraulic fractures in these reservoirs are ideal, simple, straight, bi-wing, planar features is not accurate because of stress shadows and the existence of pre-existing natural fractures (NFs) [2]. Multiple-cluster hydraulic fracturing of horizontal wells is a commonly used method in ultra-low permeability and massive natural fracture reservoirs. This technique aims to widen hydraulic fractures (HFs) and generate a large amount of non-planar hydraulic fracture networks (HFNs) [3]. Thus, an accurate mechanism of NF–HF interaction needs to be provided, which ultimately determines the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) and production.
Various complex fracturing models of naturally fractured formations have been developed to describe the complex interaction mechanism between NFs and HFs, such as the boundary element method (BEM) [1-3], discrete element method (DEM) [4-8], and the finite element method (FEM) based on the cohesive zone method (CZM). Such models intend to overcome the limitations of conventional hydraulic fracturing models, in which HFs are simulated to be planar and bi-wings.

Olson et al. [3,9] proposed a numerical code based on a pseudo-3D displacement discontinuity solution, which provided a preliminary analysis of a complex fracture network with a constant pressure boundary condition. This method, however, could not offer a solution for flow patterns within the fracture network. Zhang et al. [1] developed a BEM program coupling rock deformation and a fluid flow hydraulic fracturing model for a fracture network, which considered multi-fracture propagation and interactions between HFs and NFs. Kan et al. [10] made an improvement to describe the complexities of a HFN, in which the natural fracture could be modeled with many connected linear elements with uniform openings and shearing displacement discontinuities. The disadvantages of the three aforementioned models, including BEM or the displacement discontinuity method, are as follows: they do not achieve an efficient and accurate fracture propagation and do not address the limitations in the mesh shape. Further, discretization for the body boundaries only may lead to serious computation problems and make it challenging to find an iteration solution for unknown boundaries.

The discrete element method (DEM) has been used in modeling hydraulic fracturing networks, in which the generation of HFs can be achieved by a flow network consisting of bond particles or deformable blocks. Hamidi et al. [4] presented a three-dimensional distinct element code (3DEC) to simulate the initiation and propagation of hydraulic fractures induced by hydro-mechanics in a typical fractured formation. Nevertheless, the discrete element method could not be used to model fracture initiation in an intact rock matrix. Therefore, a set of joints were introduced in this method for simulating this process. Zhang et al. [11] used a mixed finite element and discrete element method to develop a model for predicting the initiation and propagation of hydraulic fractures in tight gas reservoirs. As a consequence, a newly complex fracturing model based on a 3D discrete element method was introduced into the naturally fractured formation with multi-layers to simulate the propagation and interaction between hydraulic fracture networks [6,8]. However, the complex fracture network model based on DEM needs a small time increment, which makes it difficult for computation [12].

A representative numerical method for modeling hydraulic fractures is the finite element method based on the CZM, which considers the effects of the fracture tip process zone and softening. Owing to the advantages of the CZM, a finite model based on the CZM was used to simulate full coupling between the incompressible viscous fluid and rock matrix, which was demonstrated to be relatively accurate in hydraulic fracturing under plain strain conditions [13-16]. For the strong non-linear coupling in the hydraulic fracturing process, empirical methods and the linear elastic method, which ignore the effects of the plastic zone and softening, still occupy an important position for design and optimization of hydraulic fracture schemes. However, the CZM model, in the framework of non-linear elastic fracture mechanics provided by Haddad et al. [17], can easily solve this problem. Guo et al. [18,19] used a new model based on the CZM coupled with the seepage-damage field for simulating the interaction between HFs and NFs; multi-layers in the formation were also investigated using this model. The results revealed that the model is highly accurate in predicting fracture initiation and propagation. Moreover, the intersections between HFs and NFs were also in strong agreement with the experimental exercise and analytical solution. Li et al. [12] presented a new pore pressure cohesive element that applied Coulomb’s frictional contact model to detail the fracture contact behavior for modeling HFN. In general, the finite element method based on the CZM has significant advantages that make it suitable for modeling the hydraulic fracture process, including fracture tip evolution and a softening effect. Further, the numerical model developed by the CZM is computed using an implicit integration with fewer calculation problems than the dis-continuum method, which uses an explicit integration scheme with a small time increment.
In this study, a fully coupled seepage–stress model based on ABAQUS is developed to simulate the propagation of HFs in naturally fractured reservoirs. Two types of elements—the plain strain element coupling pore fluid stress, and pore pressure cohesive element—are applied to model the rock matrix and fractures, respectively. The zero-thickness pore pressure cohesive zone (PPCZ) elements are incorporated into the finite element model using a python code written by the authors, in which two neighboring quadrangle elements are inserted into one PPCZ element. Different constructions of multiple-cluster hydraulic fracturing are developed to investigate complex propagation pattern between HFs and NFs. Furthermore, various parameters including stress difference, cluster spacing, injection fluid viscosity, and numbers of clusters are investigated for a typical field case. The effect of different parameters on the fracture network are captured with different stress states. The optimal parameters of the fracturing process are determined, and the propagation pattern including NFs and HFs is predicted.

2. Governing Equations

Owing to a modification of the CZM, the latest efforts to model hydraulic fracturing based on ABAQUS have introduced the pore pressure node in cohesive elements since ABAQUS 6.12 [14-17,20,21]. Further, the presence of joint pore pressure nodes among intersection pore pressure cohesive elements makes it possible to model the intersection of fractures. In this model, gradual damage occurs at the intersection of pore pressure nodes, which leads to arbitrary propagation during the fracturing process. Moreover, hydraulic fracturing coupling in situ stress and pore pressure can be solved by the geo-mechanics model with geostatic and soil analyses in standard analysis. Therefore, the results of fully-coupled pore pressure stress can be achieved easily by including the linear and nonlinear material effects and fluid leak-off between cohesive layers and bulk rocks.

2.1. Fluid Flow within the CZM

The fracturing fluid within the CZM model is hypothesized to be an incompressible Newtonian fluid governed by the lubrication equation [22]. As shown in Figure 1, both normal and tangential flow can be simulated with the cohesive elements. The shale matrix is considered to be comprised of pore pressure materials, in which fluid loss into the matrix is also taken into account to approximate the field application. Therefore, the global volume balance equation for tangential flow that was formulated by Poiseuille was applied:

\[ q = \frac{w^3}{12\mu} \nabla p_f \]  

(1)

where \( q \) is the fluid volume crossing though the cohesive gap, \( w \) is the fracture width, \( \mu \) is the viscosity of the fracturing fluid, and \( \nabla p_f \) is the gradient of pressure along the cohesive zone. This equation assumes that the injection rate is proportional to both the pressure gradient and the cube of the fracture width and inversely proportional to the fracturing fluid viscosity.

![Figure 1. Fracturing flow pattern within the cohesive element.](image-url)
The normal flow represents the permeation of fracturing fluid by proposing two permeable cohesive layers, in which leak-off coefficients for the two cohesive layers are taken into consideration, as shown in Figure 2. The normal flow is formulated as

\[ q_t = c_t(p_t - p) \]
\[ q_b = c_b(p_b - p) \]

(2)

where \( q_t \) and \( q_b \) are the volumes of permeation for the up and side surfaces, respectively; \( c_t \) and \( c_b \) are the leak-off coefficients for the top and bottom cohesive layers, respectively; \( p_t \) and \( p_b \) are the pore pressures on the top and bottom surfaces, respectively; and \( p \) is the pore pressure in the middle of the cohesive element gap.

**Figure 2.** Normal fracturing flow for permeable cohesive surfaces.

For a specific time, the injection fluid flows into the fracture when the cohesive layer fails completely. Injection fluid flows into the fracture, with the tangential flow along the fracture direction and normal flow leak-off into the surrounding formations. The continuity equation of the fracture fluid can be expressed as

\[ \frac{\partial W}{\partial t} + \nabla q + (q_t + q_b) = Q(t)\delta(x, y) \]

(3)

where \( q \) is the tangential flow mass and \( Q \) is the total volume of injection fluid.

2.2. Damage Initiation and Evolution of Cohesive Elements

In this study fluid flow in the fracture network, seepage in a porous media, and the elastic deformation of a rock matrix are fully coupled in the cohesive zone model, unlike the bulk-continuum materials which describe continuum behaviors with stress and strain. The cohesive method uses the traction and separation law for the interface. In the fully coupled model, Biot’s [23] effective stress principle is adopted to describe the effective stress due to the rock skeleton and pore pressure. The principle of effective stress is formulated below:

\[ \sigma_{\text{eff}} = \sigma_0 + \alpha p \delta_{\text{eff}} \]

(4)

where \( \sigma_{\text{eff}} \) is the total stress, \( \sigma' \) is the effective stress, \( \alpha \) is the Biot constant, \( p \) is the pore pressure, and \( \delta_{\text{eff}} \) is the tensor of Kronecker.

The traction–separation damage can be divided into three stages: Initial loading before damage, damage initiation, and damage evolution. The corresponding traction–separation stress vector and stiffness matrix are introduced to find a solution, which can be expressed as:

\[ \bar{\bar{t}} = \begin{bmatrix} t_s \\ t_c \\ t_b \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} K_{ss} & K_{sc} & K_{sb} \\ K_{cs} & K_{cc} & K_{cb} \\ K_{bs} & K_{bc} & K_{bb} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \bar{\varepsilon}_s \\ \bar{\varepsilon}_c \\ \bar{\varepsilon}_b \end{bmatrix} = \left( \frac{1}{T^{\text{coh}}} \right) \bar{\bar{K}} \bar{\bar{\delta}} \]

(5)

where \( \bar{\bar{t}} \) is the traction stress vector on the cohesive element layer, \( \bar{\bar{\delta}} \) represents the interface separation, \( T^{\text{coh}} \) is the cohesive element initial gap that is used to calculate the element stiffness, \( \bar{\bar{K}} \) is the element stiffness, and \( \bar{\varepsilon} \) is the strain vector.
In this model, typical zero thickness cohesive elements are embedded in the pore pressure element for modeling an arbitrary propagation of fractures. For the fracture initiation, we used the quadratic nominal stress law to combine the mixed model failure. Damage initiates when the quadratic interaction function reaches a value of one, which involves one normal and two shear nominal stresses. The initiating behavior is shown in Figure 3 and summarized in the function

$$
\left( \frac{t_n}{T_n} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{t_s}{T_s} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{t_t}{T_t} \right)^2 = 1
$$

(6)

The metric for damage is a stiffness degradation index, $D$, which represents the entire damage caused by all stress components. In particular, no damage occurs ($D = 0$) at the beginning of the simulation, and the cohesive element also satisfies the condition under pure compressive stress. In addition, full degradation of the cohesive element occurs at all integration points when $D = 1$, which means a zero load carrying capacity for these elements.

\begin{align*}
T_n &= \begin{cases} 
(1 - D)T_n, & T_n \geq 0 \\
T_n', & T_n < 0 
\end{cases} 
\quad \text{(7)} \\
t_s &= (1 - D)T_s, 
\quad \text{(8)} \\
t_t &= (1 - D)T_t, 
\quad \text{(9)}
\end{align*}

where $T_n$, $T_s$ and $T_t$ are the normal and shear stress components predicted by the elastic traction–separation behavior for current separation without damage.

Nevertheless, the behavior of $D$ depends on the nature of material softening, which could be linear and exponential. The index is a function of the effective relative displacement, $\delta_m$, that accounts for combining the effects of $\delta_n$, $\delta_s$ and $\delta_t$:

$$
\delta_m = \sqrt{\delta_n^2 + \delta_s^2 + \delta_t^2}
$$

(10)

For this particular model, linear softening behavior is represented as

$$
D = \frac{\delta_n' (\delta_m^\text{max} - \delta_m^\text{0})}{\delta_m^\text{max} (\delta_n' - \delta_n^\text{0})}
$$

(11)

where $\delta_m$ is the relative effective displacement attained over the course of loading. The superscripts max, f and 0 represent the max relative displacement, displacement when fractures are completely damaged, and the displacement at damage initiation, respectively.

Once fracture initiation occurs, damage can be evaluated using fracture energy theory. The Benzeggagh–Kenane criterion is introduced to model the fracture process. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the mix-mode Benzeggagh–Kenane (BK) criterion during fracture evolution. Moreover, the corresponding formulas of the mechanic criteria can be expressed as

$$
G_n^\ast + (G_s' - G_t') \left\{ \frac{G_n + G_s}{G_n + G_s + G_t} \right\}^\eta = G^\ast
$$

(12)

where $G$ represents the energy release rate. Superscript $c$ is the critical energy release rate. The subscripts $n$, $s$, and $t$ denote the directions of the normal stress and the two shear stresses, and $\eta$ is a constant for a corresponding material property. The symbol $\{ \}$ is the Macaulay bracket. For a negative $t$, the value in the Macaulay bracket would be zero, which means that the cohesive element has an incompressible property.
2.3. Equilibrium Equation

In the simulation, the formation is assumed to be a porous medium corresponding to the field rock matrix. Only a single phase of fluid is saturated into the solid skeleton and pores. The total stress within the formation consists of two parts: The total effective stress $\sigma$ is determined by the skeleton and the pore pressure $p_w$. According to the principle of virtual work, the finite element method equilibrium equation can be formulated as

$$
\int (\sigma - p_w I) \delta \varepsilon dV = \int \delta \varepsilon t dS + \int \delta \varepsilon f dV
$$

where $\sigma$ and $p_w$ are the Boit effective stress and pore pressure, respectively; $\delta \varepsilon$ and $\delta \varepsilon$ are the virtual strain rate and virtual velocity, respectively; $t$ and $f$ are the surface displacement per unit area and body force per unit volume, respectively; and $I$ is the unit matrix.

Fluid flow is required in a porous media according to the continuum equation. The change in total fluid mass is equal to the fluid mass crossing the cohesive surface per unit time. Moreover, fluid flow in a porous medium follows Darcy’s law. The continuum equation for fluid leak-off can be derived as follows:

$$
\frac{1}{J} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (J \rho_w n_v) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (\rho_w n_v v_v) = 0
$$

where $J$ is the volume change ratio; $\rho_w$, $n_v$ and $v_v$ are the mass density of liquid, porosity of medium and average velocity of liquid relative to the solid phase, respectively; and $x$ is the space vector.

3. Results and Discussion
The two-dimensional symmetrical models were used to model the stratum for multiple-cluster hydraulic fracturing, which extended for 200 m in the direction of horizontal minimal stress (X direction), and for 100 m in the direction of maximal stress (Y direction). There were three types of perforations (two, three and four clusters) with single stage perforations. Each configuration had a distance spacing of 30 m, 40 m, 50 m and 60 m. The natural fractures were designed for an approaching angle of 60° with random lengths of 4–6 m, as shown in Figure 5. However, hydraulic fracturing is a complex nonlinear problem that is coupled with several factors; thus, the viscosity control parameter of a cohesive element was introduced to guarantee convergence. In this work, the viscosity parameter was restricted to 0.01, and its value was verified by the 2016 ABAQUS user’s manual. To prevent the mesh size from having an effect, the normal global mesh size was set as 1 m, which can result in fine propagation of fluid driven fracture in the FEM model. Therefore, the optimum numbers of this model are 51,005 elements, containing 17,085 pore pressure plain strain elements (CPE4P) and 33,920 pore pressure cohesive elements (COH2D4P) in this simulation. The CPE4P and COH2D4P elements both contained the pore pressure nodes, which can simulate the pore pressure diffusion in hydraulic fracturing problem. In this model, the typical FEM meshes of CPE4P and COH2D4P were adopted to simulate rock matrix and fluid driven fractures, respectively. Furthermore, parts of the symmetrical models with different approaching angles were set to simulate the interaction for a single HF and NF individually, which extend for 20 × 30 m. The input data used in this simulation are summarized in Table 1, which comes from the shale rock performed by Guo et al. [24]. All models were solved by the ABAQUS standard solver, which can precisely solve the multi-factors coupling problems in hydraulic fracturing. The stress components of the numerical results were described by effective stress; meanwhile, the pore pressure boundaries and initial pore pressure, which adopt hydrostatic pressure, had a value of zero. For that, a wide range of relative stress difference can be attained.

Table 1. Input variations of the numerical simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock properties</td>
<td>Young’s modulus $E$ (GPa)</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio $\nu$</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permeability $k$ (mD)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porosity (%)</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesive zone properties</td>
<td>Normal nominal stress</td>
<td>1.4 (natural fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t_n$ (MPa)</td>
<td>6 (hydraulic fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First shear nominal stress</td>
<td>8 (natural fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t_s$ (MPa)</td>
<td>12 (hydraulic fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second shear nominal stress</td>
<td>8 (natural fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t_t$ (MPa)</td>
<td>12 (hydraulic fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal fracture energy</td>
<td>300 (natural fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$G_n$ (J/m²)</td>
<td>2000 (hydraulic fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First shear fracture energy</td>
<td>1500 (natural fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$G_s$ (J/m²)</td>
<td>3000 (hydraulic fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second shear fracture energy</td>
<td>1500 (natural fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$G_t$ (J/m²)</td>
<td>3000 (hydraulic fracture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumping parameters</td>
<td>Fluid viscosity $\mu$ (mPa·s)</td>
<td>1/50/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Injection rate (m³/s)</td>
<td>0.0001/0.0005/0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial conditions</td>
<td>Pore pressure (MPa)</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In situ stress</td>
<td>Horizontal stress (MPa)</td>
<td>51.2–66.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1. Interference between a Single Natural Fracture and Hydraulic Fractures

We investigated the influences of the NF, horizontal stress difference, and the approaching angle on fracture propagation under single-cluster hydraulic fracturing. To show compatibility between the numerical and experimental results, various parameters similar to those used in previous experiments were chosen for the numerical simulations, such as the stress difference, NF mechanic properties and intersection angle [25-27]. Even though the scales of the parameter values in the numerical models were different from those of the laboratory fracturing experiments, considering the model dimensions, the numerical simulation results demonstrated in Figure 6 show strong agreement with the experimental results detailed in the literature. The results reveal that the approaching angle of a natural fracture and the stress difference have a strong effect on the morphology of fracture propagation. As shown in Figure 6, when $\sigma_{\|} < 2$ MPa and $Q = 0.0005$ m$^3$/s, all the HFs propagate along the NF with two fracture directions. However, as $V\sigma$ increases, the HF can open the NF, but only in the direction of the large intersection angle. When the stress difference is large enough, all the HFs will cross the NF to form a long planar fracture, which demonstrates that stress difference is the key factor when HFs intersect with the NF. The HFs tend to cross the NF at any approaching angle when the stress difference is high. Furthermore, a HF is more likely to open and propagate along the NF when the stress difference is low. The smaller the approaching angle of the NF, the higher the critical difference stress for HF crossing will be. The lower the approaching angle of the NF, the easier it is to open two sides of the NF. The numerical simulation results are consistent with experimental results that have been published [25,28,29], as shown in Figure 7. For better visualization, we connected the critical opening pressure at different approaching angles, which is presented as a red line and acts as a comparison standard of our numerical model. It can be seen that HF is more likely to cross the NF above the red critical line; however, the HF is inclined to open the NF below the critical line.
Figure 6. Effect of approaching angle and stress difference on hydraulic fracture propagation. (a1–a3) Approaching angle = 45°: stress difference = 2, 8, and 12 MPa, respectively; (b1–b3) approaching angle = 60°: stress difference = 2, 6, and 8 MPa, respectively; (c1–c3) approaching angle = 90°: stress difference = 2, 2.5, and 3 MPa, respectively.

Figure 7. Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental results with different angles of approach and horizontal differential stresses.

3.2. Horizontal Stress Difference

Figure 6 shows that an increase in horizontal stress difference tends to increase the probability of NFs crossing under lower values of the approaching angle. However, the stress shadow resulting from multi-fractures can change this phenomenon in multiple-cluster hydraulic fracturing. Figure 8
shows HF geometries under different stress anisotropies \( \nabla \sigma \) in a pre-existing NF system. We assigned the variables as \( \theta = 60^\circ, Q = 0.0005 \text{ m}^3/\text{s}, \) and \( \mu = 1 \text{ mPa-s}. \) All models in this section adopted a two-clusters configuration with a spacing of 40 m. The results show that HFs tend to cross the NFs and form a less complex fracture network as the horizontal stress difference increases, which agrees well with the findings of Zou et al. [7]. In the isotropic case of \( \nabla \sigma = 2 \text{ MPa}, \) the HFs that initiate from the two perforation clusters mainly open and propagate along the NFs, resulting in a highly complex fracture network near the horizontal wellbore. However, the geometry of HFs change with the propagation process owing to stress interference. As shown in Figure 8a, two HFs propagate in opposite directions, deviating from each other, which leads to more opportunities for the right HFs to open NFs and for the left HFs to cross the NFs. When the stress difference increases, the complexity of the fracture network reduces, and fractures propagate in a more straight manner within the same injection process [11]. In addition, during a propagation process, HF growth can be suppressed because of back stress induced by other propagating HFs (Figure 8b,c). Under a horizontal stress difference of 8 MPa (Figure 8d), almost all NFs are crossed by HFs instead of deflecting, which causes less complex fracture networks.

With stronger stress anisotropy, HFs tend to pass through NFs and form smaller curvatures in the propagation path [30], which results in narrower, longer, and less complex fracture networks. Furthermore, the influence of back stress will be more significant, which aggravates the diversion behavior of HFs and changes the crossing phenomenon between HFs and NFs. Therefore, it is beneficial to form more complex fracture networks at lower fracture differences \( (\nabla \sigma < 8 \text{ MPa}) \). As shown in Figure 9, the total fracture network length decreases as the stress difference increases. The total fracture length reduced by 38.26 m when stress difference increased from 2 to 8 MPa, but only reduced by 0.8 m as the stress difference increased from 6 to 8 MPa. This demonstrates that fluid driven fractures can propagate widely and are connected to more natural fractures at lower stress differences, which is useful for connecting the flow channel.

**Figure 8.** Effect of stress difference on hydraulic fracture propagation. (a) Stress difference = 2 MPa; (b) stress difference = 4 MPa; (c) stress difference = 6 MPa; (d) stress difference = 8 MPa.
3.3. Spacing of Perforation Clusters

When the cluster spacing is small, the mechanical interaction between adjacent fractures is obvious, and a less complex fracture network can be formed [30]. Figure 10 shows the propagation path of multiple fractures in a natural fracture system with a cluster spacing of 30, 40, 50 and 60 m. The parameters $Q = 0.0005 \, \text{m}^3/\text{s}$, $\mu = 1 \, \text{mPa} \cdot \text{s}$, $\nabla \sigma = 3 \, \text{MPa}$ were set for the simulation. It can be seen that different cluster spacing has a significant effect on fracture morphology. As the cluster spacing increases, the influence of the stress shadow among adjacent fractures is alleviated, which results in more opening phenomena among HFs and NFs. Given $S = 30 \, \text{m}$ in Figure 10a, the multiple HFs initiate from the wellbore and then intersect with the NFs. With the fracturing process, the stress shadow becomes more severe and obvious suppression can be observed in one of the NFs. Further, the suppressed fractures propagate, becoming wider and shorter. However, unsuppressed fractures extended rapidly, resulting in a longer and narrower fracture network. When the cluster spacing increases (Figure 10b–d), the HFs propagate quickly from the wellbore and experience less suppression compared with the case of $S = 30 \, \text{m}$. The interference of each cluster decreases as cluster spacing increases. Meanwhile, the orientation of the crack tip is also alleviated under this condition, especially when $S$ is larger than 60 m. For the purpose of maximizing the fracture network, deeper propagation should be provided to connect more NFs. Therefore, production can be improved by increasing the perforation cluster spacing within a relative range.

Reducing the cluster spacing is beneficial to improving the complexity of the fracture network under the low stress difference condition [31]. However, numerical simulation in this work gave contrary results: Propagation suppression of multiple fractures occurred with a low stress difference, which caused shorter fracture propagation. Moreover, owing to serious stress interference at lower cluster spacing, a greater amount of crossing can be observed between HFs and NFs, which can reduce the simulated reservoir volume [32]. As shown in Figure 11, the total fracture network length increases when the cluster spacing changes from 30 to 40 m; however, when the spacing is greater than 40 m, the total length does not change significantly. As a result, short perforation cluster spacing should be avoided to increase the complexity of the fracture network. In this case, the optimization of the cluster spacing is recommended to vary from 40 to 60 m, which is suggested by considering not only the influence of stress shadowing but also the controlling area for improving production.

Figure 9. Fracture network lengths at different horizontal stress differences.
Figure 10. Effect of cluster spacing on hydraulic fracture propagation. (a) Cluster spacing = 30 m; (b) cluster spacing = 40 m; (c) cluster spacing = 50 m; (d) cluster spacing = 60 m.

Figure 11. Fracture network lengths at different cluster spacing distances.

3.4. Injection Rate of Fracturing Fluid

The influence of the fracturing fluid on the geometric shape of HFs can be expressed by the injection rate and fluid viscosity. In this section, the influence of the injection rate is discussed. It is concluded that by increasing the injection rate, the fluid injection pressure increases [4]. Owing to a high propagation pressure, HFs have more chance to pass through NFs and tend to form lager planar hydraulic fractures [33]. A pre-existing fracture system with random lengths and an approaching angle of 60° was introduced to investigate the influence of injection rate on the fracture network. The stress difference, fluid viscosity and cluster spacing remained constant at 3 MPa, 1 mPa·s, and 40 m, respectively. As shown in Figure 12, three types of flow rates were used: \( Q = 0.0001 \text{ m}^3/\text{s} \), \( Q = 0.0005 \text{ m}^3/\text{s} \) and \( Q = 0.001 \text{ m}^3/\text{s} \). It can be seen that the fracturing of two clusters initiated at the wellbore and reactive NFs at an earlier stage of injection. With the fracturing procedure, the fractures divert in opposite directions at lower injection rates, as shown in Figure 12a,b. However, the morphologies of the two-cluster HFs change less when the fluid rate increases from 0.0001 to 0.0005 m³/s. When the injection rate reaches 0.001 m³/s, it has a significant influence on the complexity of the fracture network. As shown in Figure 12c, HFs propagate in a straighter manner perpendicular to the horizontal minimum principle stress, which results in more crossing phenomena and a less complex fracture network.
A high injection rate during the entire process may reduce the complexity of the fracture network due to the high net pressure that will be formed; as a result, the probability of fracture crossing would increase. The total length of the fracture network reduced considerably when the injection rate increased from 0.0005 to 0.001 m³/s, which resulted in a reduction of flow channel and make the release of gas and oil difficult, as shown in Figure 13. However, a high injection rate can create larger far-field propagation of the fracture network [34], which is mainly due to reduced connection in the near wellbore and deeper propagation of the fracture network. Therefore, various injection rates should be adopted to maximize the complexity of the fracture network. The large fluid pressure within a fracture due to high injection rates can be used to form straighter fracture networks, and deeper propagation at the early stage of fracturing. A low injection rate can open more NFs and creates more diversions in the wider control area in the later period of fracturing. By controlling the injection rates, a large filed of fracture network can be realized.
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**Figure 12.** Effect of fluid rate on hydraulic fracture propagation. (a) Injection rate = 0.0001 m³/s; (b) injection rate = 0.0005 m³/s; (c) injection rate = 0.001 m³/s.

![Figure 13](image2.png)

**Figure 13.** Fracture network lengths at different injection rates.

### 3.5. Viscosity of the Pumping Fluid

During the fracturing of naturally fractured reservoirs, it was found that the morphology and complexity of the fracture are closely related to the fracture net pressure, which is mainly determined by the fracturing fluid viscosity and injection rate. In this section, three types of numerical models with different viscosities were simulated to investigate the influence of the fracturing viscosity. The results in Figure 14 reveal that fracturing viscosity can affect the morphology and complexity of fractures, especially if it has a high value. In this simulation the stress difference, flow rate, and cluster spacing remained constant at 3 MPa, 0.0005 m³/s and 40 m, respectively. Figure 14a shows that HFs tend to open more NFs and propagate along the NFs at a low viscosity condition of \( \mu = 1 \) mPa·s. Meanwhile, the preference for diverting to the opposite direction for each cluster fracture is enhanced with low viscosity fracturing fluid. However, Beguelsdijk et al. [35] found that a fracturing fluid with a high viscosity could induce separate propagation on an optimal fracture surface. For this reason, more opening of NFs may increase the complexity of the fracture network, which will increase the possibility of separate propagation. In addition, more straight fractures will be formed along the
direction of maximum horizontal stress, which will result in the formation of a simple fracture network, as shown in Figure 14b,c. The morphology and complexity of fractures will change obviously when the viscosity increases from 1 to 50 mPa·s; however, few transformations can be obtained when the viscosity varies from 50 to 100 mPa·s. Hence, it can be concluded that lower range viscosities have a greater effect on fracture morphology than higher range viscosities.

For the purpose of maximizing the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV), deeper propagation in the far-field region and less tortuosity near the wellbore should be generated for a complex fracture network. A high viscosity during the early stage of fracturing can promote deeper propagation of HFs and reduce the tortuosity near the wellbore. Later, a lower viscosity can activate more NFs and enhance the propagation with the approaching angle, thus forming a more complex fracture network. Figure 15 shows that a lower injection viscosity can lead to the formation of a large fracture network: when the viscosity is 1 mPa·s, the total fracture network length is 254.4 m. Therefore, higher production of oil and gas can be achieved by a lower injection fracturing treatment. More simulations should be conducted to further investigate whether viscosity induce can separate propagation with a random pre-existing NF system.

![Figure 14. Effect of viscosity on hydraulic fracture propagation. (a) Fluid viscosity = 1 mPa·s; (b) fluid viscosity = 50 mPa·s; (c) fluid viscosity = 100 mPa·s.](image)

![Figure 15. Fracture network lengths achieved with different injection fluid viscosities.](image)

3.6. Number of Perforation Clusters

Different hydraulic fracturing can result in different HF morphologies because of stress interference. For multiple-cluster hydraulic fracturing, the number of perforation clusters has a significant influence on fracture propagation; this can be seen from the six pictures in Figure 16. A fracture’s geometric shape is significantly affected by the numbers of clusters at different fracturing times. When the stress difference, fluid rate, cluster spacing and viscosity are fixed at $Q = 0.0005 \text{ m}^3/\text{s}$, $\mu = 1 \text{ mPa·s}$, $S = 40 \text{ m}$ and $\nabla \sigma = 3 \text{ MPa}$, the fracture propagation morphologies are comparable in these cases. In this section, three types of perforation configurations (two, three and four clusters) were modeled to investigate the effect of perforation application. The results reveal that the interference of the stress shadow plays a major role in fracture propagation, as it may make the propagation undesirable for production. The resulting mechanical action alters the value and
direction of in situ stress, which results in unexpected suppression of the fracture’s propagation. As shown in the two-clusters perforation configuration (Figure 16a,b), back stress causes the left fracture to be suppressed, exhibiting shorter and wider networks compared with the right fracture. The middle fracture seems to be significantly influenced, forming shorter and wider HF’s in Figure 16c,d, compared with the fractures at either side. For the four-cluster configuration (Figure 16e,f), one fracture can break though and propagate into the deep reservoirs rapidly, while the residuary fractures tend to be suppressed more or less. Further, it can be observed from Figure 16 that the fracturing time will affect the morphology of the HF’s to differing degrees. All of the configurations show that there is less influence on the morphology of HF’s in the early stage of fracturing (i.e., $T = 500$ s), which is probably due to less spreading of net pressure in the fracture network.

An increase in the perforation number will increase the interaction between HF’s and NF’s, and the propagation path will be easier to be maintain. Meanwhile, the interference area of the stress shadow will increase with an increase in fracturing time, and the propagation path will be easily altered. As shown in Figure 17, the volume of the fracture network increases rapidly as the number of clusters increases. For instance, the total fracture length increases to 315 m when the number of clusters is set to four. Although larger numbers of cluster can increase the volume of the fracture network, strong interference from multiple clusters can result in considerable suppression of the lateral clusters. In that situation, a shorter and wider fracture network will be generated, which goes against fluid release from the formation to the fracture channel. Therefore, lower cluster spacing with multiple clusters should be avoided, as it will increase the serious interference due to stress shadow, which results in a suppressed fracture network.

![Figure 16](image-url)

**Figure 16.** Effect of cluster numbers on hydraulic fracture propagation. (a1)–(a2) Two clusters fracturing scenario at fracturing time $T = 500, 1200$ s; (b1)–(b2) three clusters fracturing scenario at fracturing time $T = 500, 1200$ s; (c1)–(c2) four clusters fracturing scenario at fracturing time $T = 500, 1200$ s.
4. Conclusions

Using a 2D FEM model based on the PPCZ method, we performed a series of simulation models coupling seepage and stress to investigate the mechanism of fracture network propagation in naturally fractured reservoirs. At the same time, a python code written by the authors was used to incorporate pore pressure elements for modeling the fractures and the joints of the crossed fractures. Several geological and engineering factors influencing the fracture propagation pattern were applied to conduct sensitive analyses. The main propagation rules can be concluded as:

1. The horizontal differential stress dominates main propagation patterns of the hydraulic fracture network. The morphology of a hydraulic fracture may change from being randomly diverted to more straight as the horizontal differential stress increases. The fluid driven fracture nearly crosses NFs to extend simple transverse fractures when the differential stress exceeds 8 MPa at an approaching angle of 60°, according to our FEM models.

2. The viscosity and injection rate of the fracturing fluid affect the development of the fracture network at different fracturing times. The fracture network area can reach its maximum with various injection rates and viscosities during different fracturing stages. Using a higher injection rate and fluid viscosity appears to raise the net pressure, which will increase the capacity of a HF to cross the NFs near the wellbore and facilitate a deeper propagation into the formations.

3. Using a short cluster spacing at 30 m will result in unexpected consequences where one or more fractures will be suppressed to form short and simple transverse fractures. Nevertheless, the phenomenon of suppression could weaken when the cluster spacing distance increases from 40 to 60 m.

4. Cluster spacing should be taken into consideration as the increase of cluster numbers causes enhanced stress interference. Due to tremendous suppression and merging of fractures under multiple stress interference, increasing the cluster number is meaningless with lower cluster spacing.
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